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Abstract 
Phonotactic knowledge is typically tested using metalinguistic wordlikeness judg-

ment tasks. We introduce a new method for testing phonotactics, where subjects are 

asked to match a set of pictures of novel objects with a larger set of pseudowords, 

only some of which are phonotactically legal. The subjects tend to pick the pseu-

dowords that are phonotactically legal in their language and leave the illegal ones 

unassigned. We compare the results of the word-picture matching to a traditional 

rating task and show that the two tasks produce somewhat different results despite 

sharing some (25%) of the variance. We argue for methodological pluralism in the 

study of phonotactics. 
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Introduction 
Speakers’ knowledge of the phonotactic constraints of their language af-

fects the development of the lexicon in the domains of borrowing, coining, 

and word retention over time. This can happen through listeners misperceiv-

ing phonotactically illegal words as similar-sounding legal words (Berent et 

al. 2007, Ohala 1981) or speakers mispronouncing phonotactically illegal 

words. In addition, even if a word can be correctly perceived and produced, 

speakers may minimize effort by choosing to produce or adopt phonotacti-

cally legal words over phonotactically illegal competitors (Berg 1998, Mar-

tin 2007, Schwartz & Leonard 1982). 

The main method for testing phonotactic knowledge, at least in adults, is 

a rating task, where subjects are asked to judge the acceptability or ‘word-

likeness’ of various pseudowords (e.g., Bailey & Hahn 2001, Frisch et al. 

2000, Shademan 2005, Treiman et al. 2000). Although recent studies have 

developed methods for examining the effect of phonotactics on mispercep-

tion (Berent et al. 2007), the effect of phonotactics on lexical choice remains 

unexplored experimentally. In this paper, we propose one method (word-

picture matching) for testing an influence of phonotactics on lexical choice. 
We ask subjects to select from a set of words and assign them to a smaller 

set of referents. While requiring much more time than a ratings task, the 

method avoids explicit solicitation of phonotactic judgments and provides a 

way to examine other potential factors that influence lexical choice, includ-
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ing sound symbolism (Sapir 1929) and lexical analogy (Bailey & Hahn 

2001, Shademan 2005). Using the same set of stimuli, we will compare the 

results of a ratings task with our novel picture-word matching paradigm. 

Methods 
40 native English speakers were presented with a series of Powerpoint 

slides. The first slide contained a short background story and instructions. 

The story asked subjects to imagine arriving on another planet in the distant 

future and discovering the remains of an Earth colony established by speak-

ers of English and Wilkipaengo (an invented language name). They were 

told that they would hear lists of both English and Wilkipaengo names for 

creatures along with creatures’ pictures and they were instructed to assign 

English words to the creatures.  

The following six slides each contained 6 creatures and 12 sound files of 

pseudowords (6 legal and 6 illegal, equally balanced between /i/ and /a/ ar-

ranged in a column on the left side of the slide) that the subjects could listen 

to as many times as necessary by double-clicking on them. The subjects as-
signed a name to a creature by dragging a sound file icon on top of the cho-

sen creature. Thus, we were able to avoid presenting spellings of the words. 

For each phonotactically illegal word, there was a corresponding phono-

tactically legal word. The two words in a pair differed from each other only 

by the onset, which did or did not contain an illegal cluster (e.g., blick/bnick, 

fnek/frek, sren/fren). The two words in a pair were presented to different 

subjects but on the same slide and in the same location within the slide. 

An additional group of 23 native English speakers were asked to rate 

the same stimuli on a scale from 1-5 for how much each word sounded like a 

typical English word. If the word sounded completely normal, the subjects 
were to pick 5, if it sounded “totally weird”, they were to pick 1. 

 

Results 
Phonotactically legal words were significantly more likely to be assigned 

to creatures than the corresponding phonotactically illegal words: t(71)=8.05, 

p<.0001 (in Figure 1, there are more words above the horizontal axis than 

below it), and were rated as sounding more like typical English words: 
t(71)=5.09, p<.0001 (in Figure 1, there are more words to the right of the 

vertical axis than to the left of it). 

Figure 1 shows that there is a highly significant correlation between 

popularity in being assigned to creatures and being rated as sounding typical-

ly English (r=.5, t(70)=4.78, p<.0001). However, the correlation explains 

only 25% of the variance, leaving 75% of the variance between tasks unac-

counted for. We tested whether such a difference would be observed be-
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tween two different groups of subjects exposed to the same task using re-

sampling. We drew a random sample of 10 subjects from a population of 20 

subjects with the same distribution of scores as in each of our actual samples 

of subjects exposed to a certain set of stimuli in a certain task. We then cor-

related the scores for words across subject samples within a task and across 

tasks. The correlation coefficients between samples that came from within 
the same task were reliably higher than the coefficients for samples coming 

from different tasks (p<.001), indicating that the two tasks reliably differ in 

which words they favor. Based on the confidence interval on the difference 

between within-task and across-task correlation coefficients, at least 4% of 

the variance in the data is due to the difference between tasks rather than 

random between-subject differences (compared to 25% of shared variance 

across tasks explainable by phonotactics). 

 

Figure 1. Standardized ratings vs. popularity in word-picture mapping.  

 
 

Overall, the two tasks are comparable in the number of word pairs in 

which the illegal word is unexpectedly preferred to the legal one. In both 

tasks, such exceptional words tend to involve legal #Cw clusters, which are 

very low in type frequency in English, and #dr clusters, which are strongly 
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affricated in the stimuli and may be perceived as the illegal #dʒr by partici-

pants who do not affricate as much. In addition, the exceptional preference 

for /fnek/ (the most popular and highly-rated illegal word) over /frek/ ap-

pears to be due to lexical analogy. While this would just be speculation 

based on rating data, the mapping task allows us to test for non-random pic-

ture-word co-occurrences. In the present experiment, /fnek/ was invariably 

mapped onto the only horizontally elongated legless creature on the slide, 

thus its high popularity and ratings are likely due to the word ‘snake’.  

 

Conclusion 
We confirm English speakers’ sensitivity to the phonotactics / frequency 

of occurrence of onset clusters in a novel task, auditory word-picture match-

ing, which allows experimental testing for the influence of the subjects’ pho-

notactic knowledge on lexical choice and provides possible explanations for 

unexpected results due to lexical analogy. A word that is phonologically 

similar to an existing word in English, may be rated as acceptable, even if a 

portion of the word violates English phonotactics; analogies that are unclear 

in a ratings class can surface when we examine the assigned referents in a 

word-picture matching task.   
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